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the current economy is chock full of debt bub-
bles.  one symptom of a debt bubble is an in-
flated price in an asset class.  inflated prices are 
fueled by easy money and easy credit. 

Real estate values soar when easy mortgage 
credit exists.

Higher education tuition rates rise when student 
loans are easy to obtain.

the bottom line is this:  a bubble in asset prices 
cannot exist without widely available easy cred-
it.  

let’s begin this month by looking at stocks, 
which are very likely in an asset price bubble.  

chart 1 (page 2, top) is a chart of an exchange 
traded fund that tracks the price movement of 
the dow Jones industrial Average. 

moving from the left to the right, about a third of 
the way across the chart, you see the market bot-
tom of 2009.  since that market bottom of 2009, 
you’ll note that the market has rallied more than 
400%, which is about three and a half times the 
average move in a bull market. 

this stock market is very extended and, when 
looking at the facts, it’s easy to make the argu-
ment that stocks are in a price bubble.

chart 2 (page 2, bottom) is a chart that shows 
you the level of margin debt that exists. 
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if you’re not familiar with margin 
debt, a margin loan is a loan that 
you’ll take out using brokerage 
account assets as collateral. cur-
rent collateralization rules relat-
ing to mortgage debt require 
that you have at least 50% equity 
in your portfolio. 

if an investor has a $1 million 
stock portfolio, he or she can 
borrow $500,000 against it. that 
leaves the investor with $500,000 
in equity calculated as follows:  
gross value of the brokerage ac-
count is one million dollars less 
the $500,000 margin loan. 

the $500,000 margin loan pro-
ceeds can be used to buy more 
stock.  if the gross value of the 
portfolio continues to rise, the 
investor can increase the margin 
loan on the portfolio if equity 
in the account is maintained at 
50%.

With that for context, let’s look at 
the chart.  it’s easily seen that at 
the time of the dot com bubble 
peak, margin debt was about 
$310 billion.  At the time of the 
financial crisis, margin debt 
reached about $400 billion.  Pres-
ently, margin debt is approaching 
$1 trillion!  

Another interesting thing to note 
is the relationship between the 
price of stocks and the total of 
margin debt.  notice that the lev-
el of margin debt and the price of 
stocks are very closely correlated 
confirming that much of the rise 

Chart 1:  SPDR DJ Industrial Average EFT

Chart 2:  Margin Debt
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in the price of stocks is largely at-
tributable to margin debt accu-
mulation.  

this same analysis can be applied 
to the real estate market. chart 3 
(this page, top) is a chart of the 
case shiller national Home Price 
index from the st. louis federal 
Reserve.  this is the home price 
index most commonly used to 
measure home prices.   

As noted from the chart, at the 
time of the financial crisis in 2007 
and 2008, the index stood a little 
over 180.  today, it’s more than 
240 which is an increase of about 
1/3rd.  despite what many ana-
lysts may state, housing prices to-
day are significantly higher than 
housing prices were at the time 
of their collapse during the finan-
cial crisis.

What has driven real estate prices 
higher?

the answer is again easy credit.

chart 4 (this page, bottom) illus-
trates total mortgage debt in the 
united states from calendar year 
2000 to the present.  notice from 
the chart that mortgage debt is 
currently about $3 trillion more 
than at the time of the financial 
crisis.

if you’re wondering what the pri-
mary driving force behind the real 
estate market is presently, look 
no further than easy credit in the 
mortgage market.  to put mort-
gage debt levels in perspective, 

Chart 3:  Case Shiller National Home Price Index

Chart 4:  US Total Mortgage Debt (2000 to present)
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total mortgage debt now exceeds 
$15 trillion!

While there are many other debt-
driven bubbles that exist in the 
economy today, we’ll look at one 
more area that has been affected 
– tuition rates at colleges and uni-
versities are a lot higher than in 
the past.  this dramatic increase 
has been driven by easy credit.

Any student that is enrolled in an 
institute of higher learning has had 
easy access to student loans with-
out regard to any other factors. 

chart 5 (this page, top) shows the 
total outstanding student loan 
debt from 2006 to 2019.  in the 
third quarter of 2006, student loan 
debt totaled just over $400 billion.  
today student loan debt exceeds 
$1.7 trillion and, according to the 
federal Reserve, that amounts 
to an average of $86,000 per stu-
dent!

As noted, as student loans have be-
come more available, tuition costs 
have risen.  chart 6 (this page, bot-
tom) illustrates the rise in tuition 
costs relative to other costs like 
medical care, shelter and food.

tuition costs have risen twice as 
fast as medical costs, four times 
as fast as the cost of maintaining 
shelter and nearly six times the in-
crease in food costs.

these tuition increases, like stock 
price increases and real estate 
prices can be largely attributed to 
easy credit.

Chart 5:  Total Outstanding Student Loan Debt (2006 to 2019)

Chart 6: Tuition Costs Relative to Other Costs 
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there is growing talk of the “taper”, or the fed-
eral Reserve slowing the rate at which currency 
is created.  Recently, at the close of the federal 
Reserve’s annual Jackson Hole, Wyoming sym-
posium, fed chair, Jerome Powell, mentioned 
that the fed may be poised to change policy 
course sometime in the future.  this1 from “Zero 
Hedge”:

All that angst and jitters heading into today’s 
Jerome Powell speech, with so many fearing 
that the Fed Chair would finally make good on 
urgent warnings from a growing number of Fed 
speakers that the Fed’s easing is causing bub-
bles across all asset classes - including housing 
and certainly stocks - and warns traders that 
the big, bad taper is coming, and... nothing.

Instead, Powell was far more dovish than al-
most anyone had expected, barely mentioning 
the upcoming taper (and only in the context of 
what the Fed said in the recent Minutes), while 

why Taper Talk is probably Just Talk
reserving the bulk of his speech to discuss why 
inflation is transitory. 

Predictably, Powell’s dovishness sparked a wa-
terfall in the dollar and yields, with the 10Y 
and the Bloomberg Dollar index both sliding. 
[chart 7, page 6, bottom left.]

With the dollar free-falling, both gold and 
silver surged. (Noted by the chart below.)  
[chart 8, page 6, bottom right.]

As did oil.

As did crypto’s.

After pushing higher earlier in the week, yields 
promptly collapsed after Powell’s dovish com-
mentary.

And just one day after 30Y yields finally caught 
up to stocks, today we observed a sharp di-
vergence in yet another manifestation of the 
QE trade where everything – except the dollar 
– was bought.
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it could be appropriate to start reducing the 

pace” of the Fed’s $120 billion in monthly asset 

purchases this year, Mr. Powell said Friday.

Since that meeting, the economy has seen 

“more progress in the form of a strong employ-

ment report for July, but also the further spread 

of the Delta variant” of the Covid-19 virus, Mr. 

Powell said Friday morning at a virtual sympo-

sium hosted by the Kansas City Fed.

Markets rallied Friday, with the S&P 500 hitting 

a fresh record. The index gained 0.9% to its first 

close above 4500. In the bond market, the yield 

on 10-year Treasury notes fell to 1.311% after 

Mr. Powell’s speech, from 1.342% Thursday.

stocks rallied as did bonds.

seems the markets don’t believe mr. Powell.

And, with good reason.

seems that markets are continuing to react to 

taper talk as they always have, buying anything 

that is not the dollar.

evidently, market participants are of the belief 

that taper talk is just that – talk.

so, what did the federal Reserve chair have 

to say about slowing the rate of currency cre-

ation?

this2 from “the Wall street Journal” (emphasis 

added):

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell re-
affirmed the central bank’s emerging plan 
to begin reversing its easy-money policies 
later this year while explaining in greater 
detail why he expects a recent surge in in-
flation to fade over time.

At the Fed’s meeting late last month, “I was of 

the view, as were most participants, that if the 

economy evolved broadly as anticipated, 

Chart 7: 10Y and the Bloomberg Dollar index Chart 8: Silver & Gold Prices
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is “overheating.” If we seek to understand the 
Fed’s interest rate policy, it thus may be most 
fruitful to look at spending policy on Capi-
tol Hill rather than the arcane theories of Fed 
economists.

Why Politicians Need the Fed to Keep Deficit 
Spending Going—at Low Rates

Federal spending has reached multigener-
ational highs in the United States, both in 
raw numbers and proportional to GDP.

If all this spending were just a matter of redis-
tributing funds collected through taxation, 
that would be one thing. But the reality is more 
complicated than that. In 2020, the federal 
government spent $3.3 trillion more than it 
collected in taxes. That’s nearly double the 
$1.7 trillion deficit incurred at the height of 
the Great Recession bailouts. In 2021, the 
deficit is expected to top $3 trillion again.

In other words, the federal government needs 
to borrow a whole lot of money at unprece-
dented levels to fill that gap between tax rev-
enue and what the Treasury actually spends.

Sure, the Congress could just raise taxes and 
avoid deficits, but politicians don’t like to do 
that. Raising taxes is sure to meet political op-
position, and when government spending is 
closely tied to taxation, the taxpayers can 
more clearly see the true cost of govern-

Ryan mcmaken, of the mises institute, wrote 
an interesting piece3 that discussed the politi-
cal realities of federal Reserve policy.  for those 
who are still of the belief that fed policy deci-
sions are based on economic factors, it’s an eye-
opening read.  (emphasis added.)

Much of the discussion over the Fed’s policies 
on interest rates tends to focus on how interest 
rate policy fits within the Fed’s so-called dual 
mandate. That is, it is assumed that the Fed’s 
policy on interest rates is guided by concerns 
over either “stable prices” or “maximizing sus-
tainable employment.”

This naïve view of Fed policy tends to ig-
nore the political realities of interest rates 
as a key factor in the federal government’s 
rapidly growing deficit spending.

While it is no doubt very neat and tidy to 
think the Fed makes its policies based primar-
ily on economic science, it’s more likely that 
what actually concerns the Fed in 2021 is 
facilitating deficit spending for Congress 
and the White House.

The politics of the situation—not to be con-
fused with the economics of the situation—
dictate that interest rates be kept low, and 
this suggests that the Fed will work to keep 
interest rates low even as price inflation 
rises and even if it looks like the economy 

economic Realities versus political Realities
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lem at all finding people to buy up US debt at 
such rates.

Politicians Must Choose between Interest Pay-
ments and Government Spending on “Free” 
Stuff

But politicians absolutely do not want to 
pay high interest rates on government 
debt, because that would require devoting 
an ever-larger share of federal revenues 
just to paying interest on the debt.

For example, even at the rock-bottom interest 
rates during the last year, the Treasury was still 
having to pay out $345 billion dollars in net in-
terest. That’s more than the combined budgets 
of the Department of Transportation, the De-
partment of the Interior, and the Department 
of Veterans Affairs combined. It’s a big chunk 
of the full federal budget.

Now, imagine if the interest rate doubled 
from today’s rates to around 2.5 percent—
still a historically low rate. That would 
mean the federal government would have 
to pay out a lot more in interest. It might 
mean that instead of paying $345 billion 
per year, it would have to pay around $700 
billion or maybe $800 billion. That would 
be equal to the entire defense budget or 
a very large portion of the Social Security 
budget.

So, if interest rates are rising, a growing chunk 
of the total federal budget must be shifted out 
of politically popular spending programs like 
defense, Social Security, Medicaid, education, 
and highways. That’s a big problem for elect-
ed officials, because that money instead must 
be poured into debt payments, which doesn’t 
sound nearly as wonderful on the campaign 
trail when one is a candidate who wants to talk 
about all the great things he or she is spend-
ing federal money on. Spending on old-age 

ment spending programs.

Deficit spending, on the other hand, is often 
more politically feasible for policymakers, be-
cause the true costs are moved into the future, 
or they are—as we will see below—hidden be-
hind a veil of inflation.

That’s where the Federal Reserve comes in. 
Washington politicians need the Fed’s help 
to facilitate ever-greater amounts of deficit 
spending through the Fed’s purchases of 
government debt.

Without the Fed, More Debt Pushes up Interest 
Rates 

When the Congress wants to engage in $3 tril-
lion dollars of deficit spending, it must first is-
sue $3 trillion dollars of government bonds.

That sounds easy enough, especially when 
interest rates are very low. After all, interest 
rates on government bonds are presently at in-
credibly low levels. Through most of 2020, for 
instance, the interest rate for the ten-year bond 
was under 1 percent, and the ten-year rate has 
been under 3 percent nearly all the time for the 
past decade.

But here’s the rub: larger and larger 
amounts put upward pressure on the interest 
rate—all else being equal. This is because if the 
US Treasury needs more and more people to 
buy up more and more debt, it’s going to have 
to raise the amount of money it pays out to in-
vestors.

Think of it this way: there are lots of places in-
vestors can put their money, but they’ll be will-
ing to buy more government debt the more it 
pays out in yield (i.e., the interest rate). For ex-
ample, if government debt were paying 10 per-
cent interest, that would be a very good deal 
and people would flock to buy these bonds. 
The federal government would have no prob-
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pensions and education right now is good for 
getting votes. Paying interest on loans Con-
gress took out years ago to fund some failed 
boondoggle like the Afghanistan war? That’s 
not very politically rewarding.

So, policymakers tend to be very interested in 
keeping interest rates low. It means they can 
buy more votes. So, when it comes time for lots 
of deficit spending, what elected officials real-
ly want is to be able to issue lots of new debt but 
not have to pay higher interest rates. And this 
is why politicians need the Fed.

The Fed Is Converting Debt into Dollars

Here’s how the mechanism works.

Upward pressure on rates can be reduced if 
the central bank steps in to mop up the excess 
and ensure there are enough willing buyers for 
government debt at very low interest rates. Ef-
fectively, when the central bank is buying up 
trillions in government debt, the amount of 
debt out in the larger marketplace is reduced. 
This means interest rates don’t have to rise to 
attract enough buyers. The politicians remain 
happy. 

And what happens to this debt as the Fed 
buys it up? It ends up in the Fed’s portfo-
lio, and the Fed mostly pays for it by using 
newly created dollars. Along with mort-
gage securities, government debt makes 
up most of the Fed’s assets, and since 2008, 
the central bank has increased its total as-
sets from under $1 trillion dollars to over 
$8 trillion. That’s trillions of new dollars flood-
ing either into the banking system or the larger 
economy.

For years, of course, the Fed has pretended 
that it will reverse the trend and begin sell-
ing off its assets—and in the process re-
move these dollars from the economy. But 

clearly the Fed has been too afraid of what 
this would do to asset prices and interest 
rates. 

Rather, it is increasingly clear that the Fed’s 
purchases of these assets are really a mon-
etization of debt. Through this process, the 
Fed is turning this government debt into 
dollars, and the result is monetary infla-
tion. That means asset price inflation—
which we’ve clearly already seen in real es-
tate and stock prices—and it often means 
consumer price inflation, which we’re now 
beginning to see in food prices, gas prices, 
and elsewhere.

shrinkflation is one of the most-used words 
of 2021.  Rather than raise prices of consumer 
goods to adjust for rising wholesale prices, 
some manufacturers are simply making the 
package sizes smaller while maintaining prices.  
Known as ‘shrinkflation’, consumers end up pay-
ing the same price for less product.

this from WcPo4 (emphasis added):

One of the hottest words in 2021 is “shrinkfla-
tion,” and it’s where consumer companies cut 
product sizes instead of raising prices. Either 
way, consumers pay more.

According to consumer guru Ed Dworsky of 
MousePrint.org, more items are falling victim 
to this.

Shrinkflation 
is here 
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Remember all the warnings earlier this year 

that paper towels were supposed to go up in 

price this summer? Prices stayed relatively the 

same, but producers shrunk their products, ac-

cording to MousePrint.

Items getting smaller in 2021

Other examples include:

Bounty paper towels: The triple pack 

has shrunk from 165 sheets to just 147

Costco's toilet paper: A large pack was 

425 sheets last year, but is 380 now

Dial Body Wash: Reduced from 21 

ounces to 16 ounces, a 25% reduction

•

•

•

Time Deposit Rates

At the time of publication,  
these rates were valid:

  1-Year 1.00%
  2-Year 1.75%
  5-Year 2.65%

Call the office for details at

1-866-921-3613.

Ziploc freezer bags: 54 bags last 
year, but just 50 bags this year

Quaker Instant Oatmeal: 10 packs last 
year, but 8 this year for some varieties.

Family size can hide smaller box

There are also some cases of shrinkflation that 
make consumers think they are getting more, 
when really they are getting less.

According to MousePrint, family-size boxes of 
Cheerios have shrunk from 20 ounces to 19, 
the equivalent of a 27-cent price hike.

People see “family size” on products and think 
they are getting more than before, but really 
they are getting less. And that stinks.

•

•
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are Your Dreams of 
a Secure, Stress-Free 

Retirement at Risk?

How to Use a Simple 4-Step Pro-
cess Designed Especially for Today’s 
Economy to Help You Maximize 
Your Benefits from Social Secu-
rity, Divorce Yourself from the IRS 
in Your IRA or 401(k) and Achieve 
Your Dreams of a Comfortable Re-
tirement in a Crazy, New World 
the world has dramatically changed over the 
past couple of years.  What was once consid-
ered ‘normal’ is now a distant memory.

With this massive level of change in nearly ev-
ery area of our lives, retirement planning rules 
have also changed radically.

Whether you are aspiring to a comfortable, 
stress-free retirement or you are already re-
tired, today’s retirement is not your mom’s or 
dad’s retirement, far from it.  if you plan for your 
retirement using the same strategies your par-
ents did, you may fail and find that your re-
tirement dreams are never realized.  or even 
worse, you may retire thinking everything is 
O.K., only to find that your finances fail you.

A 3-night, virtual educational course will reveal 

retirement’s new rules in the new economy and 

lay out a simple 4-step process to achieving a 

successful retirement.  this course, formerly 

taught at a university, is now being offered vir-

tually.  you need only a computer with an inter-

net connection to participate.

the federal Reserve, the central bank of the 

united states, has been creating currency at a 

pace that can only be described as reckless.  in-

flation is emerging as a result.  Anyone who is 
retired, or who is contemplating retirement 
is being affected.

combine that fact with the fact that current 

debt levels compared to the size of the econo-

my are 50% higher than at the beginning of 
The Great Depression and it becomes pain-
fully evident that the economy is different 

now than at any time in recent memory.

if you want to succeed in retirement, you may 

need to consider a different approach. full de-

tails about this course are available online at 

www.RevenueSourcingCourse.com.
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Resources to help 
You Stay Informed

Sources
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/dovish-powell-sparks-most-painful-meltup-52nd-record-high-2021

https://www.wsj.com/articles/powell-says-fed-could-start-scaling-back-
stimulus-this-year-11630072789?mod=hp_lead_pos2

https://mises.org/wire/how-fed-enabling-congresss-trillion-dollar-deficits

 https://www.wcpo.com/money/consumer/dont-waste-your-money/shrinkflation-hits-more-and-more-grocery-products

1.

2.

3.

4.

to help you stay informed and to provide 
you with perspective and insight on finan-
cial matters during these unprecedented 
times we have made our resources avail-
able to you on the youRRlA app.

you can download the youRRlA app 
for free by visiting the app store (either 
Google or Apple) and searching under 
youRRlA.  

the app will get you access to our weekly 
“Headline Roundup” Webinar, the podcast 
versions of the RlA radio program and our 
weekly newsletter.

you can also participate in the “Headline 
Roundup” webinar live on mondays at 
noon eastern time.

if you know of someone who might ap-
preciate getting this information during 
these challenging times, feel free to have 
them download the free app as well.  

if you have questions when download-
ing the app or would like assistance, feel 
free to call the office.  our office phone is 
1-866-921-3613.  our office phone is an-
swered 8 to 5 monday through thursday 
and 8 to noon on friday.


